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A kinematic wave model is developedto study surface irrigation. Depending on the variability of
infiltration and the kinematic wave friction parameter, three casesare distinguished.Explicit analytical
solutionsare obtainedfor the casewhen infiltrationis constant,and a possibleapproachis suggested
for
the case when it is not.

INTRODUCTION

and Whitham, 1955] to describesurfaceirrigation [Hart et al.,
1968; Chen, 1970; Smith, 1972; Cunge and Woolhiser,1975].

Fluid flow in surfaceirrigation is an exampleof unsteady,
Analytical solutionshave been obtained for constantinfilnonuniform,gradually varied, free surfaceopen channelflow
tration and simpleboundaryconditions.The useof kinematic
overa porousbedwith variableinfiltrationrate. Most models
wave theory in the study of surfaceirrigation appearsmost
of surfaceirrigation can be grouped into three classes:(1)
promising:(1) the studyof irrigationphenomenaby kinematic
storagemodels,(2) kinematicmodels,and (3) dynamicmodwave theory is sufficientlyrigorous and realistic and hence
els.
contributesto increasedunderstandingof the phenomena,(2)
A storage model, often referred to as a volume balance
the theorycanbe developed
into an operationaltool by which
model, is basedon the equationof masscontinuityand some
to designsurfaceirrigation systemsefficiently,(3) the theory
assumptions.One of the earliest and.most familiar storage
can be utilized to interpret and evaluateconstantsof storage
modelsfor the irrigation advanceproblem is perhapsthe one
modelsphysically,and (4) the theorycanbe usedas a basisof
developedby Lewisand Milne [1938].The hypothesisundercomparisonof storagemodelsand dynamicmodels,thusevallying this modelhas sincebeenincorporatedin many investiuating the worth of complexityin the investigationof irrigagations[Hall, 1956;Dat)is, 1961;PhilipandFarrell, 1964;Fok
tion phenomena.For complexinput and boundaryconditions,
andBishop,1965; Wilke andSmerdon,1965;Hart et al., 1968;
analytical solutionsmay be unwieldy,but hybrid solutionscan
A njaneyuluand Mishra, 1972;Lal and Pandya, 1972;Sastry
be easily developed, as is done in hydrologic studies IV. P.
andAgrawal,1972;Coilis-George,
1974;P. SinghandChauhan,
Singh, 1975a, b].
1972, 1975;J. Singh, 1975;Cungeand Woolhiser,1975].TradiIn the presentinvestigationour objective is to study mathetionally, the solutionsare obtainedto relate the rate of admatically surface irrigation, utilizing kinematic wave theory
vancein surfaceirrigation to variablesof soil, crop, and topogunder sufficientlygeneralconditions.The conditionsfor which
raphythroughwhat aretermedstorageshapefactors.Thereis
analytical solutionsare tractable are specified.
disagreement
regardingthe functionalform of thesefactors
[Chen,1970;Fok and Bishop,1965;Wilke andSmerdon,1965;
IRRIGATION FLOW PROCESS
Hart et al., 1968;P. SinghandChauhan,1972].BesidesapproxSurface irrigation involves movement of water as shallow
imationsin descriptionof surfaceirrigation hydrodynamics,
flow over planes or in channels. When the inflow stream is
the major drawbackof theseinvestigationsis their empirical
introduced by the upstreamend of the plane, water advances
nature.Although somewhatsuccessfully
appliedto the design
with a sharply definedwetting front down the slopetoward the
of irrigationsystems,they contributelittle to the understand- downstream end in what is referred to here as the advance
ing of irrigation phenomena.
phase of the irrigation flow process.This phase is characterDynamic modelsuse completeequationsof motion (often
ized by downfield movementof the advancingwater front and
referred to as de Saint Venant equations) to describesurface
continues until the water reaches the lower end of the field.
irrigation. Although they are the most accurateequations,
Assuming continued inflow after water has advanced to the
they are alsothe mostdifficultto solve.The difficultyin their
downstream end, water will, if there is no downstream dam,
solutionis compoundedfurther by the fact that the velocityof flow out the end of the field and will continue to accumulate in
advance and recessionin surface irrigation is not known a
the field in the storagephase.In this phase,water existson the
priori, and so the boundariesof the flow regionmustbe found
entire field, neither boundary moves, and inflow continuesat
aspart of the solution.By makingvariousassumptions
regardthe upper end of the field. The storagephase ends, and the
ing the boundariesof the flow region, investigators[Kruger
and Bassett,1965; Tinneyand Bassett,1961;ChenandHansen, depletion phasebeginswhen the inflow ceases.The depletion
phasecontinuesuntil the depth of surfacewater at the up1966; Shreiber and Bassett, 1967; KincaM et al., 1971; Smith,
1972; Bassettand McCool, 1973;Sakkas and Strelkoff, 1974] stream end is reduced to zero. This phase differs from the
have solved these equationsnumerically. Some investigators storagephaseonly in the absenceof inflow into the field. The
[Su, 1961; Olsen, 1965;Strelkoff, 1972] have used simplified recessionphasebeginswhen the depth of surfacewater at the
formsof theseequationsto reducethe complexityof numerical upstreamdecreasesto zero. This marks the formation of the
drying or recessionfront. The downfield movement of the
solutions.
drying front characterizesthe recessionphaseof the flow. This
Kinematic models utilize kinematic wave theory [Lighthill
phase continuesuntil no water remainsin the field and the
irrigation is complete.It should be pointed out here that the
XNow at the School of Engineeringand Applied Science,George
above
descriptionof the irrigation cycleis an idealizedone and
WashingtonUniversity, Washington,D.C. 20052.
is due to Basserrand McCool [1973].
Copyright¸ 1978by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
The general surfaceirrigation processmay thus be considPaper number7W 1116.
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Inflow

two independentvariablesis

.•-•••••

Velocity
of

a(x,y, u)ux+ b(x,y,ld)ldy
-- C(X,
y, u)

h

u

•

Here ux = •u/•x

I

and Uy = •u/•y. The Cauchyproblemfor

advance(1) is the problem of solving(1) subjectto specifiedvaluesof
u(x, y) on a curveC in the(x, y) plane. More precisely,let Cbe
givenparametricallyby x = x(•'), y = Y0'), and let u = u0') be
the specifiedvalues of u(x, y) on C. Thus we are to find the
solution of (1) such that

ß

(a) Longitudinal Section

u')

(b)

Cross

(1)

= uxO'), YO'))

(2)

Interpretedgeometrically,the solutionu = u(x, y) of (1) is a
surfacein (x, y, u) space;x = x0'), y = Y0'), and u = u0') is the
parameterrepresentationof a spacecurve ¾ in (x, y, u) space;
and we wish to find the surfaceu = u(x, y) which satisfies(1)
and contains¾, that is, satisfies(2). This Cauchy problem can
be solvedby the method of characteristics[Courant and Hilbert, 1962;Garabedian,1964]. Consider the systemof ordinary
differential equations

Section

Recession
_.....r
--•

iR•cession
phase
dx=a(xy u)
dt

Time during
irrigation

'

'

dy
= b(x,
y,u) du
_ c(x,
y,u) (3)
dt
dt

]Depletion
phase These are

Infiltration
Opportunity
Advance
curve

•---i Storacje
phase

Time___•_•

Advance
phase

the characteristic equations associatedwith (1).
Correspondingto eachpoint P in x, y, u spacethereis a unique
solution,x(t, P), y(t, P), u(t, P) of (3) passingthrough P at
t = 0, the characteristiccurvethroughP. Let P be a point of ¾;
sinceP is uniquelyspecifiedby the parameter•-, we may write
the characteristiccurve through P as
x = x(t, •')

y = y(t, •-)

u = u(t, •-)

(4)

I
I

Equation(4) is the collectionof characteristic
curvesthrough
¾ whichtaken togetherconstitutea surface.Indeed,(4) is the
parametricrepresentationof this surface.It is easy to prove
(c) Phases of Irrigation Flow Process
[CourantandHilbert, 1962;Garabedian,1964]that this surface
Fig. l. Surface irrigation process.
solvesthe Cauchy problem (1) and (2). More precisely,if we
solvethe first two equationsof(4) for t and •- in termsofx and
y and insertin the third equationof (4), we getthe solutionu =
ered to include four phases(advance,storage,depletion, and u(x, y) of (1) and (2).
recession)as shown in Figure 1. These phasesmay occur
Free boundary problemsoccur frequentlythroughoutapsequentially,but if the inflow streamis stoppedbeforeadvance plied mathematics,e.g., in fluid mechanics[Garabedian,1964],
is complete,the storageand eventhe depletionphasecould be heat conductionwith changeof phase[CarslawandJaeger,
eliminated, and recessioncould occur concurrently with ad1959; Friedman, 1964], and probability and statistics[Chervance.
noff, 1968]. In theseproblems,one or more partial differential
The advance curve (Figure 1) displaysthe time at which equationsare to be solvedin somedomainD subjectto boundwater arrives at various distancesdown the field during the ary conditions on the boundary of D. But D is not fully
advancephase.The recessioncurvedisplaysthe time at which specified,and the determinationof part or all of the boundary
water recedesfrom the field at various distancesduring the
is part of the solution of the problem. An example,which isrecessionphase.The time interval duringwhich infiltration of essentiallythe problemconsideredin this paper,is this:thereis
water into the soil can occur is bounded by the advance and
a channelof uniform crosssectionand uniform slope;x is the
recession functions and is often referred to as the infiltration
distancealong the channel.At x = 0, appropriate boundary
opportunity time. Any influencedesignershave on the depth conditions,i.e., depth h(0, t) or velocity u(0, t) or both, are
and uniformity of water application must be exertedthrough specified.Appropriate initial conditionsare determinedby the
control of these two curves. The mathematical
model develnature of the flow, subcritical or supercritical[Stoker, 1957,
oped here simulatesand displaysthe advanceand recession pp. 300-305], and also by the mathematical model. Sincewe
functionsthat would resultunder givenirrigation conditions.
use kinematic wave theory in the next section,u and h are
Before developingthe model we make a few brief remarks functionallyrelated, and thereforewe need to specifyonly h.
on mathematical issuesinvolved in this study.
The channelis initially dry, h(x, 0) = 0, and whenh(x, t) > O,

Distance
down
slope

COMMENTS ON MATHEMATICAL

•_•

ASPECTS

We will be concernedwith the followingmathematicaltopics, which we wish to comment on briefly: quasi-linearfirstorder partial differential equations, free boundary problems,
and differential-differenceequations.
The quasi-linearfirst-orderpartial differentialequation in

there is infiltration into the channel floor; the infiltration rate

may be a functionof x and t. There are equationsof continuity
and momentumfor the depth h(x, t) and velocityu(x, t), but
there is also the time history of the interfaces(t) betweenthe
covered (x < s(t)) and uncovered (x > s(t)) parts of the
channel. The function s(t) is not known and has to be determined along with u and h. In the (x, t) plane the domain D is
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For the momentum
equationwe takethe followingsimple
equation[Eagleson,
1970,chapter15]:

s

Q(x, t) = a(x)h'•(x,t)

(7)

Herea(x) is a frictioncoefficient,
andn > 1. Letu(x,t) bethe
velocity.Then, sinceQ = uh, we get

u(x, t) = a(x)h'*-•(x,t)
•

o

•

\t--I•(x)

•

x=s(t)
•.

(8)

Thusthe generalmomentumequation,whichis a first-order
partialdifferential
equation,is replaced
by thesimplerelation
(8). Equations(6) and (7), takentogether,constitutea kinematicwavemodelfor theflow[Lighthill
andWhitham,
1955].
Combining(6) and (7), we get

Fig. 2. Solutiondomain for (6) and (7).

•h+
•9t •• [a(x)h
'•]= -f[t- •'(x)]

(9)

The initial condition is

boundedby the positivet axisandthe curvex = s(t); the

h(O,t) = g(t)

equations of continuity and momentum are satisfiedin D.

Theremustbe somefurtherconditions
specified
in orderthat
s(t) be determined.

Differential-difference
equationsalso occurfrequentlyin
appliedmathematics
[Elsgolts,1966;Hale, 1971].Theessential
differencebetweendifferentialequationsand differential-differenceequationsis this: in a differentialequationthe unknown function and its derivatives are evaluated at one value

t _>0

(10)

We haveyetto formulateanequation
for thefreeboundary
x
= s(t) or t = •'(x);thisisobtainedfrom(8) by replacing
x by
s(t) andobserving
thatu(s(t),t) isthevelocityof thefrontwall
of water. Thus

s'(t) = a[s(t)]h'•-l(s(t),t)

s(0) = 0

(11)

of the independent
variable(or variablesif the equationis
partial), while in a differential-difference
equationthe un-

Sincethe inverseof s(t) appearsin (9), it is preferableto
express
thefreeboundaryequationin termsof •'(x) ratherthan
s(t). Referringto (8), we replacet by •'(x) and use•"(x) -

known function and its derivatives are evaluated at more than

[s'(t)] -• to obtain

one valueof the independent
variable(or variables).In the
equationy'(x) = ay(x), whosegeneralsolutionisy(x) = ceax,
bothy(x) andy'(x) areevaluated
at x. Buttheequation
y'(x)
= ay(x - 1) is a differential-difference
equationbecause
the
derivativey' is evaluatedat x, whiley is evaluatedat x - 1.
The followingpartial differential-difference
equationoccurs
later in this paper:

nh(x,
O)I hT(x,
r)
+ nah'•-•(x,r)hx(x, r) = -f(r)

(5)

=

-1

=0

Equation(12) is validwhenh(x, t) > 0. Thusthe problemis
formulatedby (9), (10), and (12). We notethat thereare two

unknownfunctions,
h(x, t)and •'(x), whichsatisfya partial
differential
equation(equation(9)) andan ordinarydifferential equation(equation(12)). Equation(9) is satisfiedin the
domainbounded
bythepositive
t axisandthecurvet = •'(x).
We will considerthe followingcases:
f anda constant,
f
constantanda not constant,
andf not constant.
With regard
to g(t) wefirstconsider
g(t) > O,t > O,andtheng(t) > O,0 _<t
< T,g(t) = O,t_> TforsomeT>

0.

CASEf(t) = f, = CONST
ANDor(x)= ot= CONST
In (5) the partial derivativesof hTand h• are evaluatedat (x,
r), but h, which appearsin the coefficients,is evaluatedboth at
(x, r) and at (x, 0).

In thiscase,(9) and(12) areuncoupled,
andwecansolve(9)
and(10) forh. Considering
firstg(t) > 0 for all t, weapplythe

methodof characteristics
to (9) and(10). To this end,we take
a asthe parameteron the t axisandt asthe parameteralong
curve.Thecharacteristic
curvex(t, a), h(t,a)
We consideran irrigation channelof uniform crosssection. thecharacteristic
passing
through
the
points
(0,
a,
g(a))
in
(x,
t, h) space
satisfies
Let x be the distancealong the channel, which we assume
THE KINEMATIC WAVE MODEL

extendsindefinitelyto the right of x = 0. At x = 0 we assumea

time dependent
depthof water,and we assumethat initially
there is no water in the channel. We assume that there is a

front wall of water (this assumptionis discussed
in the last

dx(t, a)
dt

= nah'•-l(t, a)

x(a, a) = 0
(13)

dh(t, a)

sectionof thispaper)whichadvances
to theright;let x = s(t)
dt = -f
h(a,a) = g(a)
or t = •'(x) be the time historyof that advancingfront (Figure
2). Let f(r) be the infiltrationrate(volumeper unit area)at x(t, a) is the positionat time t of the thin slabof water which is
time r = t - •'(x); r is the claspedtime after the front wall of at x = 0 at time t - a; h(t, a) is the heightof that sameslabat
timet. The solutionof (13) is, whenf > 0,
watercoversx. We are assuming
that the infiltrationratef(r)
is not x dependent.Then, if h(x, t) is the depthof waterand
h(t, a) = g(a)- f(t- a)
Q(x, t) is the rate of flow (volumeper unit lengthper(14)
pendicular
to thedirectionof x), theequationof continuityis

c9_•_.h
c9t + c9Q
c9x = -f[t- •'(x)l

(6) Iff

x(t,a)= 7'{g'•(a)
- [g(a)
- f(t- a)]'•}
= 0, the solutionof (13) is
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f0g'•(7)
•(a)= (n- 1)g(a)
d7

(20)

Equations(19) and (20) are the parametricrepresentation
of
the free boundaryin the casef = 0. If g(a) = const,

•(a)= naag'*-•
n- 1
rl(a)=n-na1
h(x,t)--g

whichgivesx = ag'•-•t; from(15) wegeth(x, t) = g (Figure3).
To find the freeboundaryin the casef > 0, we usethe same
parametric
representation
asin theprevious
paragraph.
Then,

J

.....-

analogous to (17),

x--a:g""t

•(a)
=•-{g'•(a)[g(a)f(r/(a)a)l
'•-x}(21)
- •tg(a) - f[•(a) - a]}•-•

•(0) = 0

Fig. 3. Solutionfor the casewhenf = 0 and g and a are constant.

From (21) we get

h(t, a) = g(a)

x(t, a) = na(t-

o')grt-l(o
')

(15)

Sincewe are not concernedwith negativevaluesof x, t _>a in

n•'(a) + f]

•'(a)= (n- 1)f -

ng'(a)g"-•(a)
(n- l)flg(a) - f[r/(a)- a]}'•-•

(14) and(15). To find h(x, t), we needto solvetheequationfor
7(0) = 0
(22)
x(t, a) for a, in termsof x and t, in (14) or (15) andsubstitute
in the right sideof the equationfor h(t, a). In orderto do this,
besolvedin termsof simple
x(t, a) mustbe, for fixedt, eitheran increasing
functionof a or Equation(22) cannot,in general,
functions. If g is constant,

a decreasingfunction of a. From

x(t, .) =

a[g,•
fa1)'•
1 rl(a)= n-na
t•(a)
= '7- (g n1

ax(t, a)

which gives

=7.{g'(a)
[g"-•
(a)
-h'•-a(t,
a)l
-fh'•-•
(t,
a)
} (16)

x= 7

weseethatg'(a) = dg/da < 0 isa sufficient
conditionfor%(t,
a) < 0, that is, that x(t, a) is a decreasing
functionof a for From { 14) we get
fixedt. The condition
g'(a) < 0 includes
thecaseof principal
interestto us, namely,g(a) = const.On the otherhand,%(t,
a) > 0 implies
g'(a) > 0; thiscaseentailsshockformationand
is not discussed
in this paper.Accordingly,we assume
g'(a) <
0. Underthiscondition,x(t, a) isa decreasing
functionof a for
fixedt in both(14) and(15), andtherefore(14) defines
h(x, t)

whenf > 0, and(15) defines
h(x, t) whenf = 0.
In order to find the free boundaryx = s(t) or t = •'(x) it is

(23)

-

The solution in this caseis shown in Figure 4.

We considernowg(t) > 0, 0 < t < T, g(t) = 0, t > T. Let g(t,
•) be a continuousfunctionof t coincidingwithg(t) on 0 < t <
T, g(t, e) = 0 on t > T + e (Figure5). Iff = 0, weseefrom(15)
that the linesx = x(t, a, •), T < a < T + •, coverthe region

convenient
to express
it in termsof theparameter
a introduced abovex = x(t, T) completely.From (15) we get
above.If weconsider
thecurvex(t, a) in the(x, t) plane,it will
intersectthe freeboundaryat the point(•/(a),r/(a)) (Figure2).
Thereforex = •/(a),y = r/(a) is the parametricrepresentation
h(t,a,•) = kna(t
- •'•
of thefreeboundaryin termsof the parameter
a. If f = 0, we

rx(t,
a,•)]•/•-•

(24)

From (24) we derive, using T < a < T + e,

have

x(rl(a), a) = •(a)= rlag'•-•(a) [r/(a)- a]
(17)

s'(t)= •'(a)= ah,•_•(rl(a),
a)= ag'•-•(a)rl(O)
=0

and from the first equation of (17),

< h(x, t, •) <
-

na(t-

h(x,
t)= na(t-T'••

r-•)

(25)

(26)

(18) Equation(26) is valid in the domainD boundedby x = x(t, T),

x = 0, and the free boundarybeyondthe point P (Figure 6).
To obtain the free boundarybeyondthe point P, we get from
(1'9) and (20)

The solution of (18) is

1 f0
•g'•(7)
r/(a)
= a+ (n- 1)g'•(a)
d7

T)

From (25) we get, letting e -• 0,

From (17) we get

rl'(a)
+ rlg'(a)
g(a)rl(a)=n-n 1 t nag'(a)
g(a) r/(0)
=0

a(t-

(19)
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If g(a) isnotconstant,
wegettheparametric
representation
of
FB2:
1

O• n

-XFB2
= '7-g(a) tF,2
= •g(a)+ a

h:['g'- x.]

Thus

t-- ng

dx _ x'(a) _ omg'•-•(a)g'(a)
dt
t'(a)
g'(a) + f

f

Sinceg'(a) < O, we have for FB2,

given by (23)

-f _<g'(a) < 0-, dx/dt _<0
g'(a) < -f--, dx/dt > 0

Fig. 4. Solutionfor the casewhenf, g, anda are constant,
f > 0.

Figure7 hasbeendrawnin accordance
withthecondition-f
< g'(a) < 0, 0 < a < T; thefrontwall of waterrecedes
(dx/dt
< 0) whenits depthis 0. If, in Figure7, P and Q havex
coordinatesx• and x: and x• < x < x:, then the front wall
coversx as it advanceswith depthgreaterthan 0 and uncovers

whereT < a < T + e. Letting e -• 0 in (19), we get

it asit recedes
with depth0. For a givenx thedifference
of the

A
A = fo
F(n-1)xl
'•= (n
- 1)(t-T)
rg'•(7)

ordinatesto FB3 and FB1 or FB2 and FBI is the infiltration

[- •,•

(28)

Equation(28) is the free boundarybeyondP. Equation (26)
givesh(x, t) in D. It is clear from (26) and (28) that the free
boundarycondition(12) is satisfied.It is clearfrom (26) that
h(x, t) > O,t fixed,fromx = 0 to the freeboundary(28). Along
the free boundary(28), h = /Sx-•,/5 being a constant.

opportunitytime. In Figure 8, g'(a) = O, 0 < a < T, and

therefore
thefrontwallofwaterisstationary
(dx/dt= 0) when
it hasdepth0. In thiscasetheinfiltration
opportunity
timecan
be foundexplicitlyfrom (23) and (29).
CASEf(t) = f = CONST
ANDor(X)NOT CONSTANT
In this case,(9) becomes

If f > 0, it is plausibleto expectanotherfree boundary

ht + ,,(x)h'•-'hx = -f - ,'(x)h '•
(FB3) to develop,startingat the point t = T, x = 0 (Figure 7).
This will be the time historyof the water edgeas it recedes and (13) becomes
from x = 0. This freeboundaryis the locush(t, a) = 0. Using
dx(t, o-)

(14), we have

g(a,e)-

f(t-

a) = 0

dt = na(x)h'•-•(t,
a)

T< a_< T + e

dh(t, a)

Thus

dt = -f - a'(x)h'•(t'
a)

x(t,

=

-

r _< _< r +

(29)

Between(29) andx = 0 we haveh = 0. To obtainh to the right
of (29), we have

h(a,a) = g(a)

dx

d

f '•-+ • a(x)h
'•= 0
or integratingfrom a to t,

fx(t, a) + a(x)h'•(t,a)= a(O)g'•(a)

x(t,a,e)= '7-{[h(t,
a,e)
+ f(t - a)]'• - h'•(t,a, e)}

T _<a _<T + e

(30)

Letting e • 0 in (30), we get

x='7-{[h+f(t- T)]

(32)

Multiplyingthefirstequationof (32) by dh/dt andthesecond
by dx/dt and subtracting,we get

Letting e -, 0, we get the free boundary

x = af '•-'(t - T)'•

x(a,a) = 0

(31)
(t,E)

Referringto Figure7, (31) describes
h(x,t) in D:. In D•, h(x, t)
is givenby(14), FB3is givenby(29),andFB1isgivenby the
solutionof (22) andthefirstequationof(21). The locush(x, t)
= 0 (FB2) canbeobtainedfrom(14);thisisthetimehistoryof
the front wall whenthe depthof,that wall is 0. If g(a) is
constant,we get,for FB2, x = ag'•/f, and FB1 isgivenby (23)
(Figure 8). In
T

T+E•

Fig. 5. Functiong(t, e).
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(FB2)

P

x(t,T)

t=T

givenby

(19)and
(20)
Fig. 6. Solutiondomainfor the casewhenf = 0, g(t) = 0, t > T, and
a is constant.

Fig. 8. Solution domain for the casewhen f = const > 0,.g(t) =

Thus

const, t > 0, 0 < t < T, and a is constant.

h(t,
a)=[a(O)gn(a)
-a))
fx(t,
a)l•/n
a(x(t,

(33)

casef constant,g constant,anda(x) a specified
functionof x.
This solution contains, as a special case,the solution corre-

Inserting(33) in the first equationof (32), we get

sponding
to a(x) = a = constobtained
in theprevioussection.

dx

dt = na(x)X/"[a(O)g"(a)
- fx]("-x'/"
Integrating (34) gives

na(,y)x/,,[a(O)g,,(a
) _ fT](,,_x,/,
, = t- a

CASEf(t) NOT CONSTANT
ANDOr(X)= Ot= CONST

(34)

(35)

Equation (35) implicity definesx(t, a). Thus (35) and (33)
definex(t, a) and h(t, a).
We may pursuethe matter further in the caseg(t) = const.
Then, from (33),

h(x,t)=
Ia(O)g"-fxlX/'•
a(x) '
(36)

In this casewe introducethe new variable r = t - •'(x) to
replacet; x remains unchanged.The free boundary t = •'(x)
maps onto r = 0 (Figure 9). Then the problem takes the form
(h = h(x,

[I - nahn-X•"(x)]h•
+ nahn-Xhx
= -f(r)
=
This can be written

1- n 'h(x,
O)

0)]

h(O,r) = g(r)
= 0

as

hr+nahn-X(x'
r)h•,

Using (12) the free boundary •'(x) is

= -f(r)

xc•(.¾)x/,•[a(0)g,•
d3•_ f.y](,•_x)/,•
•'(x)-fo

h(0, r) = g(r)

(38)

(37)Equation(38) is a partial differential-differenceequation.Such

Thus (36) and (37) are the solutionor (9), (10), and (12)in the

an equation will not, in general,be solvableexplicitly.It is
necessaryto specifyconditions under which (38) has a solution. A possibleapproachis as follows. We specifyh(x, O) =
•(x), •(0) = g(0). Then we solve(38) with this specificationof
h(x, r) on the x axis. Thus we write the characteristicequations:

dr(x,
FB2

dx =

nah"-•(x,
li)

r(li,li)= 0
(39)

ah(x, •)
dx

D•

Q

:

-f(r )
nah"- •(x, li)

The solutionr(x, li), h(x, li) is the characteristicof (38) (with
h(x, 0) = •(x)) passing through the point (•, 0, •(,•)) of
(x, r, h) space.Writing the solutionh(x, li; t)), r(x, •/; •) to
emphasizethe dependenceon •, we have
h(O, fi; t)) = g(r(O, •; •b))

(40)

Finally,
weneed
toprove
thatforeach
fixed
•, (40ihasa
Fig. 7. Solutiondomainin thecasewhenf = const> 0,-f < g'(t)
< 0, 0 < t < T, and a is constant.

uniquepositivesolution•(•/). We consider,as an example,the
casef constant.Then, from (39),

a[½:•(•/)- h•(x, •/)] - -f(•/ - x)
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x,t

•(x,lj)

,•t-- t(x)
Fig. 9. Solutiondomainfor thecasewhenf is not constant.
and

casewhenf, g, anda are all constant;
since

dr(x,
t•) nc•1 "(t•)
+ (t•- x)
dx

h(x,
$i)= "- f x
is independentof •/, we have

1

- •_•(•)

•(•,•) = 0

h(x,r) = "- f x

Thus

•(x,•) = - ••

(45)

•(•)+(•-x) -•(•)+• _•(•)

and (45) satisfies
(38). If g is not constant,
we proceed
as
follows.First,suppose
f = 0. Then(42) becomes

[• •(• ••/,(41)

- 1)•j
•b=g (n
•n•b,_
•)

h(x,•)=

•(•) +

- x)

From (41) we get

•(0,•)=- y

•

h(0,•)=

(46)

If wegraphtheleftandrightsides
of(46)asfunctions
of•b,•/
fixed,
wegetFigure
10a.Since
g'(t)< O,therightsideof(46)is,
for• fixed,a nondecreasing
function
of•btending
tog(0)as•b

-•(•) + •-•(•)

-• m.Thusthereisa unique
intersection
•b(•)ofthegraphs
and
therefore
a uniquesolution
of (46).If f > 0, theargument
is
similar;
theleftandrightsides
of (42)aregraphed
in Figure
10basfunctions
of •b,• fixed.Thegraphofg(F(•b,
•)) isbased

•(•)+--

Thus,applying(40), wehaveto provethat

+

(44)

on properties
of F(•b,•/), •/ > 0, definedby

=g 1

x/n + • } (42) F(•b,•)=•- •b"
+f-•--t) +n•
bn-1
hasa uniquesolution
• forfixed•. Ifg isconstant,
thesolution
is

namely,
thatF(•b,•) isa decreasing
function
of •bfor • fixed

f=

•-

and that F(0, •) = +m, F(m, •) = 0. We omit the detailed

0<•<
ag•
_ _ f

(43) proofof theseproperties
(easilychecked
in thecasen = 2).

Againg(F(•b,
•))is forfixed• anincreasing
function
of•bwhich

Equations(41) and (43) are the completesolutionof the hasthevalueg(m)when•b= 0 andthevalue
g(0)when•b= +
partialdifferential-difference
equation(equation
(38)) in the m. There is thereforea uniqueintersection,
as indicatedin
A

g(o)

g

n•n-m-

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

i

I

I

g(m)

I

I

I
J
I

I
I
i

I

ß (•)

i

,(o)

•
,(•.),(o)

•>o
Fig. 10. (a) f=

0;(b) f=

const>0.
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Figure 10b,and thereforea uniquesolutionof (42).
In the generalcasewhen f is not a constantwe have to
conduct the argumentwithout having the explicit solutions
(41). Such an argumentis probably difficult. On the other
hand,theproceduresuggested
(that is, the specification
of h(x,
0) = •b(x)) is easily subjectto numericalcalculations.Of
course, adjustmentsin •b(x) are necessaryto get agreement
with the prescribedg(r), so an iterativeschemeis necessary.
COMMENTS ON THE HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL

Hale, J. K., Functional Differential Equations, Springer, New York,
1971.

Hall, W. A., Estimatingirrigation borderflow, Agr. Eng., 37, 263-265,
1956.

Hart, W. E., et al., Surfaceirrigation hydraulics--Kinematics,J. Irrig.
Drain. Div. Amer. Sac. Civil Eng., 94(IR4), 419-440, 1968.
Henderson,F. M., Flood wavesin prismaticchannels,J. Irrig. Drain.
Div. Amer. Sac. Civil Eng., 89, 39-67, 1963.
Kincaid, D.C., et al., Hydrodynamicsof border irrigation advance,
paper 71-205, presented at 1971 Annual Meeting of American
Society of Agricultural Engineers,Wash. State Univ., Pullman,
June 27-30, 1971.

In the kinematic wave model used above, the advancing
front wall of water is necessarily
an advancingshockwave.But

Kruger, W. E., and D. L. Bassett, Unsteady flow of water over a
porous bed having constant infiltration, Trans. ASAE, 8, 60-61,

it is plausibleto assumethat the depthof water at the advancing front is 0. Sincekinematicwave theory cannot accommodateitselfto this assumption,the full momentumequationhas
to be used. The degreeof accuracyof the kinematic wave
solution can be assessed
by comparingit with the solution
basedon the full momentumequation.It is not clearhow this
free boundaryproblemshouldbe formulatedwhen the full
momentumequationis used.Asidefrom the conditionh(s(t),
t) = 0 on the free boundary it is not clear what further
conditionsare neededon the free boundary, if any, and what

Lal, R., and A. Pandya, Furrow irrigation with decreasinginflow rate,
J. Irrig. Drain. Div. Amer. Sac. Civil Eng., 96(IR4), 451-460; 1972.

conditions are needed on x = 0. For further relevant remarks

on theseand other related matterswe refer to Stoker [ 1957,pp.

305-342], Woolhiser[1970], Cungeand Woolhiser[1975], and
Henderson[1963].
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